Anjumunnisa
How can we verify superposition theorem for 4 sources, as we have only 2 channels in
our Regulated Power supplies?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------aparna
Your class is amazing sir. I really thankful to you sir. I wanna your guidance to achieve
my goals. I got more strength from you sir. Bless me sir to go further. Please give to me
your suggestions
I'm very happy to receive your mail. I'm very much interested in physics. After listening
your lecture I was really encouraged a lot(Thank you very much sir).I will definitely
participate in science fair.
Question: Though the sun is also a star like other stars, why sun will not blink as that of
other stars.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------manasa
Good evening sir!
sir I wanna find a machine or instrument which is useful to get rid of the laziness of a
person. How is it sir?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ASHWINI
Good afternoon sir I want to know about paper presentation. please give some
instructions about paper presentation and how to approach that one.
A concept to be put on a chart is poster presentation. so draw your concepts on a chart
and make it more meaningful and explain your concept to the people and make them
understand. If it is some what innovative then this concept will be more received by
people.
You may get prize also who knows so work on some good concepts.
Srinivas
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ASR
I am interested specially in human organ systems, functioning systems,
good night sir.
I am interested in the topic water pollution (I want to decrease the pollution) I don't know
what to do and how to do?
And also I am interested in Electronic also? Please help me in these two sir.
I am interested in doing the battery which will give charging for 2 or 3days, Is it possible
Thanks for giving these many topics , I will definitely try for the best.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------chinnu

I want to make a electric pen so please give me the method to make a electric pen
Because in my college they conduct the science fair that’s why I want to make electric
pen so please send me the procedure to make the electric pen
Thank you sir.
Narasimha
what do you wants to do with electric pen?
Srinivas
Chinnus
mechanical (robotics) or implementing of solar power or wireless power. poster
presentation as well as make any hardware project
I hope from you lot so please help to do my project work
Narasimha
I think when I was studying 8th class ending means April month I saw in news channel
that is A man make a car which is move on the earth which can fly, which can move on
the water also.
That time I inspire and I want to make a plane so then i start to make plane, 1st I make
plane which is move on earth then i make it after put the rotors besides the tires then I
was successfully make but in final step I put rotors in front of my plane then i try hundred
times but it wasn't work then finally it fly but it didn't move front and back.
If you give me the co-operation to me then I'll definitely make it successfully with out
any abstract.
BECAUSE I TRY TO MAKE PLANE FROM 7 YEARS BUT I DIDN'T GET
ACCURATE RESULT , JUST THINK IN THAT TIME I DON'T HAVE ANY
KNOWLEDGE EVEN THOUGH I COMPLETE TWO STEPS IN MY PROJECT.
NOW I HAVE SOME KNOWLEDGE SO I CAN DEFINITELY ACHIEVE.
Please give me guide to how can my plane will fly.
I am waiting for your answer.
Thank you sir.
Hi Chinnus
if you can find this book some where online then you will learn lot about aero planes, so
find for it a pdf book if you get it please send it to me also.
srinivas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------awesome
good evng sir

sir i have a idea about dual screen on a laptop by using structure query language sir give
me some precious suggestions regarding this concept
I am sorry I have no idea about this project
srinivas
gd mng sir
my friend & I have idea regarding science fest is live model on fuel cells by using fuel
cells run d bike. instead of using petrol something and my frnd & I went 2 meet d
organizer sir to share my thought to him he said its nice idea bt d thing is preparing those
things too hectic means in my campus dt much good labs and working set up is nt there bt
he give d suggestions to us .and he said dt suppose its impossible to working model better
2 go with poster presentation . in future implement this concept
sir give us some suggestions regarding this view and my curiosity about nano technology
and nuclear physics is it gd i wanna interested for paper presentation about recent disaster
in japan is it k for paper presentation r nt any modifications 2 these k sir then bey nw its
great time to meet

@we$ome n@ture
no sir
im in dilemma to select project work first we decided to do on xperiment in fuel cels bt
its implementation is too xpensive so my sir said dt its not favoueble n d catalyst is
xpensive n we search for different catalyst bt there is no time sir means they said dt
submit d obstract of ur topic on 29 th april so we wanna give the poster presentation on
these topic bt we are interested in live model sir any suggestions to me sir.......another my
thought in biocompounds using these find any new applications bt there is no enough
time sir
sir tsunami n earthquakes formation is possible for live model any suggestions on these
my curiosity about fuel cells sir sir give any suggestions to me.
Binacular cap for viewing cricket
why dont you make our visitor more fun by showing your own made "Binacular cap for
viewing cricket"
you may visit this site
http://www.nhpcindia.com/English/Scripts/site_map.aspx
this website may help you for those who wants to learn some things about power
generation
http://jitspalakol.org/component/content/article/53-events/120-guest-lecture-by-mrvsatyanarayana

sahajamadhi
howdy sir
had ur break fast
2marow i will go to home sir i feeling happy bcz ofter a long time i meet my parents
besides these i feel unhappy i loose 30 days without doing anything bcz my village no
library ,my economical position is not good to buy books for these reasons ur not agree
to me bt 1 thing is suppose any idea is coming in my mind i never implement that idea
bcz those reasons sir my surroundings r nt supporting me n my mind is not fixed for one
thing give any suggestion to use these holidays properly
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bhargav dath
hi sir, I was very much influenced by your lecture. I never attended these type of lecture
before. It was excellent, fantastic. I am not getting a correct word to explain that.
Bhargav dath
My interested areas are computers(I have some basics in this field)and I was connected to
a projected in this field, and I like electronics and robotics(I don't have any basics in these
fields).If you have any books related to electronic and robotics please forward them to me

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bhavana
Hello sir,
My name is Bhavana.I belong to IIIT,Basar.I attended to your class.It was amazing.I
would like to be in contact with u to know more aspects regarding subject.
Sir,
As we are participating in the science fair we have an idea that belong to the production
of the "production of the power by pedaling of cycle". Actually we are working on
this.Sir please suggest me some sites which give sufficient information about this project.
thank u sir,
http://askalexia.com/2009/02/06/cylec-exercise-bike-generates-electricity-to-chargeyour-gadgets/
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
BHAVANI
hi!!!sir
My name is bhavani i want to participate in sciencefair my intrested subject is biology in
that my intrested topic was plant tissue culture sir!! in this campus we know that topic up
to some introduction part only sir!! plz..can u suggest any idea sir???
Hi BHAVANI
iam sorry I have no idea about this subject
Srinivas
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

sri
sir,i want to contribute to the science fair on the topic nuclear energy i am very much
interested in it but there are many disadvantages to it i want to find the solutions for them.
The time limit to do it is 3 months Can i able to do it sir? Please suggest me
you wanted do make nuclear energy plant? where there is a will there is a way yeah you
can do it if you a burning desire
sri
Read This article and try to contact Dr sir or the Gitam University for more clear ideas
about your interested subject
Use google for for more details about your subject
srinivas
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bujji
visit www.youtube.com
and in the search you can get lot of results related to this project.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------chaithu
I need your help sir
Good Evening sir,
This is S. Chaithanya from IIIT Basar. I was inspired a lot by your lecture sir.
Sir is it possible to view the both sides (front & back) of the object at a time through
mirror? Will please give me any idea about this sir?
i want to become a scientist in technology give me some suggesitions
sir i want to do a project on telemedicine in my ( Collage IIIT basar) I need your
suggestions for this project.
iam interested in finding new technology. give me some suggestions to my project give
me different idea sir.
thank u sir
iam very thankful to u sir. thanks for the information thanks for ur idea definitely i'll
make it.
sir i didn't understand the topic cost less commutation between Basar Rly station to
campus sir pls can u elobarate it. i have also one idea about extracting dna from onion.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------chinna
Respected sir,
I am the student of RGU-IIT,Basar. I am very much impressed by your seminar in
our campus.
I have a thought of reducing carbon pollution that is evolving from the automobiles, for
that I am thinking of an arrangement through which the gases evovled from the silencer
of automobiles get captured and if possible in that arrangement which the captured gases

should convert to some other useful gas or material. So I need your help in this thought
sir.
HI chinna
The gases coming out are CO and CO2 co2 is after burning and CO is with partial
burning so based on these t you can work waht to do with these two major components
how do you wants to react with them through chemistry.
srinivas
chinna
Actually,in projectors we use electrical energy but is it possible to get it through solar
energy , if possible please let me know some hints.
Hi chinna
yes possible just you need to know what is the power consumption of that particular
projector so based the power requirement you can design that particular power supply for
that projector.
Srinivas
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dilip kumar kattekola
Good Evening Sir. I am the student of RGU IIIT Basar. I would like to participate in
Science fair which will going to held in Basar in August. I am good at Mechanics. I
would like to do working model in Mechanics. But I am confusing in which topic I have
to choose. Help me sir which topic i have to choose.
Sir give me some ideas to implements this wireless automatic torch. I am thinking that i
will prepare this device by not using wires and battery. It uses battery from solar or wind
energy. Help me in this topic also sir.(or)
Sir I am having some interesting idea is that anything is invisible whenever we want.
What I mean to say is we will make that it will visible only if operate some techniques. I
know that if rays fall on to the object if it reflect that light then we can see that object. So
what i need to say is if we are possible to not to reflect that light whenever we want . It
will not visible to us. Make some ideas on this topic sir. Give me some ideas to
implement this. please sir.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Geetha
sir I want to know more about Robo Bomb Detector and Cellphone operated water pump.
please sir can u send me Information about that topics.........please sir....
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sowmya
sir, is there any facility to charge our mobiles using solar energy? will it works?
Yes why not. It work very well.
Just you need to know what is the battery voltage of your cell phone based on that you
can do the solar cell charger.

Srinivas
Good morning Sir,
Is this facility is available in market at present?
yes possible, or else you can make one for you
Thanks
srinivas
sowmya
I want charge our mobiles using sunlight directly. By just falling sunrays on mobile it
should able to charge. sir, first let me know whether my idea is right or wrong. please
suggest me how to go ahead.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Haribabu
yesterday i present in whole class of your seminar....i think you will give good
suggestion for me ..that from my childhood i like civil service very much ....i would like
to prepare for IAS ..but here i don't know what group i have to take..fo complete
engineering .... i am eqaully interest in all subjects so that iam not able to select particulat
branch...please give which group i can choose.....
kindly to give me response.. to know whether mail reached u r not....for science fair I
choose communication network on which the wirless net work like cell phone how the
signals reaching the base station and the process is going on that work.
Please give me the information or the idea's to work on this project
I will wait for your message.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Priya
sir, what we suppose to do in a poster presentation.
what i know is we have to explain everything regarding our topic
Yes as per my knowledge is concerned yes your poster it self is whole presentation and
based on that poster itself your entire explanation will go, in such way you need to draw
the poster...its like a great painting but how ever a poster explains a technical concept.
Srinivas
Priya
THANK YOU very much sir I am totally satisfied with your suggestion.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------INDIRA
sir,
I need a support and help from you I would like to participate in my college technical fair
will it possible to make a cell charging by sunlight? I am every much eagerly waiting for
your reply sir,
Hi INDIRA
It very much possible.

But they might agree with the solar cell charger coz it may be creative and might be too
low for your science fair level.
And also lots people are working on solar, so why don't you select some other area.
let me know your interest of subjects. so that we can come to an idea of selecting some
project might be of your interest.
srinivas
INDIRA GOJE
i wish to ask another question sir, i.e. as we all know, energy can be converted into one
form to another form so can't we convert fan kinetic energy to some form of energy?
with best regards,
Fri, Apr 22, 2011 at 7:32 PM
yes you can but that will be very little.

INDIRA GOJE
so should i try another topic? if it's so! can you suggest me something sir!
thank you sir.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------jayanthi
HI SIR,,,,,,,
hi sir, i am belongs to RGUKT IIIT BASAR. i want some project topics on
communication,Sir i have an idea. that is BLUETOOTH HOME AUTOMATION. i want
some information and how we can do that in practically.control the speed of fan by using
bluetooth. yes sir. one of my sir done the project in his studies that is by using bluetooh
we can turn on the lights..
Help please…..
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------siri
my intension to send mail to you is sir in our campus we are participating in science fare
so I want to explain a working model of a machine. can u suggest me sir how can I
actually I'm searching for automatic school bell. can I get information about this topic.
or I want to do in Electrical technology. in vacation I want to something to save power
with the home facilities what can I do sir
Ans:- develop a solar inverter
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------jyothi
Question: by using lightning energy can we produce the current?
Sure, but it is huge and difficult to handle and that to in a micro second time we need to
handle that huge power. So do you wants to try that?

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------joyfriend
i want to know about the digital techology please explain me?
what is there in digital technology, it is just nothing but zeros and ones or high and low
or 5volts and 0volts,I hope you understand what i mean . and after its a play between all
of these two states explained in the above. then all about your maths like
OR gate
AND gate
NAND gate
like wie all gates
so once you know about all these gates then digital electronics very interesting by using
all these gates designing the electronics for lot of conditional requirements this digital
electronics will help so much in addition to this the micro processors and micro
controllers are the further developments all these gates with lot of combinations that's it
to use all that stuff you might be connecting to the devices through programing comes in
the picture.
thanks for your question

joyfriend
sir i want to know the solar engines and how that works and why we not use completely
instead of using petrol please tell me sir!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sandhya
I have inspired by your seminar. I want to learn new things, mostly I have interest on
Aerospace. so please help me in my studies.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------karthik
Question: Some problems (fuse wire will disconnect) will occur when we directly
connect positive and negative wires(charges) but when we connect these two wires to a
component (bulb) then these two wires connect inside bulb nothing will happen why it is
so?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kranthi
Hello sir. It is my pleasure to say that we (the student of RGUKT Basar) are receiving
your mails about the science fair projects.

I read all the topics and I am interested in topic "cost less commutation between Basar
Rly station to campus". So I request you to send necessary information so that I can do
the project. I hope a positive reply from you.
Hi Kranthi
what i.e is all about some thing like a solar based vehicle which does not cost for fuel and
it get charged by solar. So that we can drop and pick all our students our self with out
much expenses involved. Pl see the models attached You can make or alter the regular
rechsha for this project purpose, maybe for a permanent solution to the campus purpose.
You may do it with some project partners to share the expenditure. Hope next time i will
use our project to reach the campus, or you want to come pick me from Basara railway
station to your campus
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kumar
Why we use only petroleum or it's derived products as fuel for automobile,
I eager to know how a automobile engine works.. sir I want to know how thermal power
station works i.e do they use fresh water for every time or same water which has
previously converted into steam.
Any substance with less volume with more calorific value is prefers as a fuel because it
occupies less space to carry and gives you more energy to carry more loads etc. So you
can always find a new substances to fulfil this kind of requirements. I hope this make you
clear and for the automobile engine working Principal you can always refer google.com
http://www.fujielectric.com/company/tech/pdf/r51-3/r51-3.pdf
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------laxmi
i'm saying frankly u'r a great "genius". when i'm listening u'r class that is very very
interesting not only that, what i have to do for my mother land. i'm motivated from u'r
gerat words. i want more information about technology from U sir. i'm from basar.......
engineering student. i'm interest in mechanical engineering. please tell me what i have to
do in that course. i want give paper presentation in my campus so , what i have to do for
that presentation give information about paper presentation , and also how to get
information about that
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------leenakshi
sir is cooking possible in the space? moon pina cooking possible avutunda?
Might be with with micro waves
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mahesh
I want to do the project work on GREEN TECHNOLOGY will you please help by
providing some useful information regarding this and also how to do project work
Thank you sir
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mallachary
Question: If i connected a wire from water tank to my calling bell..how to produce sound
when the tank is full.....?I want to become a great mechanical engg...sir for that i want ur
guidance sir..... I sent one question sir please answer my question...?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------mani
i want to found one pen if we write with that pen on the paper it can store whenever we
want that data we can use by putting the pen on paper it will show the data what we store
before sir pls tell me it's possible to make that pen pls reply me, i have to make a pen that
is used to store the data when we write with this pen on the paper and the data can be
useful whenever we want i have this idea but i don't know how to implement this one pls
help me sir
yes possible all ready people are using this pens in ICT education systems
srinivas
http://images.google.com/search?tbm=isch&hl=en&source=hp&biw=1006&bih=617&q=
ocr+pens&gbv=2&aq=f&aqi=&aql=&oq=
http://images.google.com/search?hl=en&biw=1366&bih=659&gbv=2&site=search&tbm
=isch&sa=1&q=magnetic+pens&aq=f&aqi=g1&aql=&oq=
http://images.google.com/search?hl=en&biw=1366&bih=659&gbv=2&tbm=isch&sa=X
&ei=E5e5TaLkBsXhrAfMu7ndBA&ved=0CDYQvwUoAQ&q=character+recognition+p
en&spell=1
http://images.google.com/search?tbm=isch&hl=en&source=hp&biw=1006&bih=617&q=
ocr+pens&gbv=2&aq=f&aqi=&aql=&oq=
http://images.google.com/search?hl=en&biw=1366&bih=659&gbv=2&site=search&tbm
=isch&sa=1&q=magnetic+pens&aq=f&aqi=g1&aql=&oq=
http://images.google.com/search?hl=en&biw=1366&bih=659&gbv=2&tbm=isch&sa=X
&ei=E5e5TaLkBsXhrAfMu7ndBA&ved=0CDYQvwUoAQ&q=character+recognition+p
en&spell=1
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Prasad
Thank you sir for your motivation to me. I would like to give project on WITRICITY
(Wireless Electricity, Wireless Power measurement), could you give any more
information to that topic sir ?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Narsimha,
Sir I want information about Aerospace Engineering.I want to get knowledge about
Aeronautics so please give me suggestions to me. And send some aeronautical
engineering books Some where I read about that electric pen but actually i don't know the
uses of that pen so please send me any new project to perform in science fair.
I don't want any prizes for the project but every one has to appreciate my project so
please give me guidance to make a new project.
Thank you sir

sure let me find some ebooks for you, I will let you know as soon as i find some things
for you. Mean while you also try to find some.
Srinivas
Narsimha,
Sir please find the answer for my question how the plane can move back and front
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nithyanandam
Question: Sir, please, explain me how a potter can get a shape of particular thing and
can't we make a pot without the revolving the instrument or devise.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Latha
Hi sir , Actually I have an idea sir but I am unable to think more about that sir means how
to implement that idea sir Can you help me sir please? sir we are sharing each and every
thing from mobile to mobile like songs videos and every thing but we are not sharing our
battery backup sir why can't we share our battery back up from mobile to mobile .we are
recharging our mobile for our requirement like that if we can share our backup also If you
want urgent recharge you will tell to your friend or to your relative they will recharge
from there only means distance is not a problem sir like that yesterday we don't have
power but we have to talk to someone then if these facility is there then we can share
backup from their mobile easily sir.
Hi Latha
you need to understand the basic principles of electrical and electronics so the battery
back up comes under electrical and sharing audio and videos etc will come as a digital
data while they are stored and getting transferred the protocols and media and channel
established for their transfer is all together very much in electronic communication based.
I don't say your thought is not good, but you need to first understand the above mentioned
basic principles. I don't think you will have that much time you have now. but how ever it
a good idea if sharing option is provided at least when the two phones are side by side
with a provision of common batt sharing port this idea can be worked on very greatly i
think this is very useful thought.why coz these days every phone has got a different size
and voltage battery in it, so if you do a project which can bring a new protocol and
standard to all phones this could be a wonderful thought to every cell phone manufactures.
srinivas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pragathi
Sir I want to more information about superconductors.I would like to know about..What's
the biological term used for artificial food production which is unhealthy.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PRABHAKAR
why clock moves in clockwise direction Sir,I want solar plate where can I get that one
and How much cost of that one can you please tell me sir it is very urgent so please sir,

thanking you sir
Hi Prabhakar
what capacity you want and if you don't know the capacity requirement at least tell me
for what purpose you wanted it, so that I can suggest the cost.
PRABHAKAR
ohh ok I got it you need solar plate for a cap, then in that case just 3-5watt panel must be
all right for you.You might get it in electronic bazar at gujarathi galli koti area there are
few shops for these things. you can try at sanghi brother hyd, that is old royal talkies
building, the shop name is kiran electronics.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Prasad
my ambition is to become an an astronaut.please could you send some books on thisfield.
I would like to give project on WITRICITY (Wireless Electricity, Wireless Power
measurement), could you give any more information to that topic sir ?
Hi Prasad
http://scientificstudents.com/studentastronaut.html for now and as and when I get some
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Prashanthi
Your class is amazing sir.I really thankful to you sir.I wanna your guidance to achieve
my goals.I got more strength from you sir.Bless me sir to go further.Please give to me
your suggestions.I am always afraid of exams.I learn many things(theoretically) but the
application part is missing.What should I do to improve my application skills please tell
me sir I am waiting for your answer by mail.How the solar rays absorbed by solar glass
and how it works?Let me know the mechanism of solar system
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------prathyusha
i would like to do a project on nuclear reactor. so, please if have any idea on this please
explain me sir. that means any implementations on this project.
Hi Prathyusha
Production of power from your exercise cycle this power can be used to charge your
home inverters so every person 30 min a day multiplied by 5 people in the home can give
you a charge of 3kw which is mostly sufficient for your small home.
Think about it children will gretly enjoy learning and doing this
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chinni
Actually I wanted to ask u one thing that u told us that if we ask u then u will tell us how
to achieve our goal.I am feeling that you are the right person and you are my friend and
asking you the same thing sir,what shall I do to achieve my goal?I want to be an IAS
officer and want serve the society to the extent I can.And sir I want to be a person whom
should be loved by everyone.I want to build up my career in such a way.But basically I

am a pessimist.This is the main problem with me.And I am so negative minded and I will
be getting frustration soon even for the smallest things.I tried to change myself but I am
unable to.I need your help now sir.I am requesting you to please help me in this.
Thank u sir.
We have a science fair at our campus. I want to participate in it by preparing a working
model regarding Electrical Technology. But I am not getting an idea of what to do.We
are thinking of preparing a working model for the generation and transmission of power
using transformers.I request you to please help us regarding this.We need suggestions for
the selection of our project sir.
Thank you,sir.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Priya
I am one of the students of RGU IIIT BASAR. I am going to participate in science fair
and i am interested in poster presentation can u give me an idea please.
I interested in PHYSICS or ROBOTICS.sir, what we suppose to do in a poster
presentation. what i know is we have to explain everything regarding our topic
we are working on drip irrigation and saving rain water could you tell me more about this
Hi Priya
Yes as per my knowledge is concerned yes your poster it self is whole presentation and
based on that poster itself your entire explanation will go, in such way you need to draw
the poster...its like a great painting but how ever a poster explains a technical concept.
let us catch rain in the farming lands i.e the excess water going away from the lands to
canals and store it in sealed wells may be near by places to the farming lands itself
through proper filtration procedures and let us use solar powered motors to irrigate our
farms like a drip irrigation kind of systems.
Srinivas
Priya
THANK YOU very much sir I am totally satisfied with your suggestion.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Radha
i'm interesting in civil engineering. because of i will give a seminar of metro railway.
please sir give me some brief idea of metro railway system.
We want to create one project on metro railway.
We have studied the disadvantages of metro railway.One thing is that the automatic
closing of doors is the main advantage.If a person is in the middle of the door, he will
die.So to avoid that thing we would like to do something. Sir could you tell us that the
mechanism which is going in the automatic closing of doors.
regards
k.Radha
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Radhika

I listened your class yesterday, I wanna to take CSE in engineering. can u please send
some information about that particular group. Which books I have to refer in order to
become a good software engineer. In what way I have to think. Can u suggest any project
for me to do.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------radhika
hello sir....my name is Radhika from IIIT basar...Aroju mito IAS ambition kavalani ani
cheppanu kada sir....do u remember me???do u have any materials for that???
hello sir...thanks for ur reply.....sir i am intrested in biology, so I would like creat
awareness in the peoples and students about cancer...now a days it is a very causual
problem.so i am intrest to invent the low cast treatment ways....tel me u r comments
regarding this............
i am so thankful to ur seminar..i agot so confident on myself.it is simply superb.
make some thing which will give your results on your cell phone itself so it is instant for
every day exams this can be done at very low cost think how best you can do this
srinivas
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ravi kumar
Ypur self speech is very good,best,better,super, fantabulos, nice, marvelous, so please
visit again and give to us good gaidence
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Rehana
I have some doubt about this question please try to assist me I have a small question that
By satellites now we are getting network system ,tvs,radios ,communication between the
people etc,so if satellites are near by the sun (of course it is too hot ) why can't we store
that energy by satellites which is coming from the sun? if we store that energy we can use
it for satellites to move from one place to another place .
please send me your answer
thank you.
satellite are power by their own solar panels installed with in them, thats how they work.
But the charge and discharge cycles of the battery system has got its own life i.e number
of cycles are limited so based on that life the life of the satellite in depending.
I hope you this will help you.
Srinivas
Rehana
try to think like this where best we can use solar power for example solar on train boogies
so that the batteries of train boogies will get solar power so engine don't have to bother
the charging load of the boogies.
keep thinking about applications of solar power you will get many ideas.
srinivas

Rehana Sk
in today's news astronauts on space missions may not be able to take paracetamol to
treat a headache. they are saying that because of change in chemical properties it is
not working .astronauts are wearing a special dress for the safety purpose because of 1/6
th of gravity .like that why can't they provide such type of protection to those
medicine .if they are not,there may be the change in their food material also.but it is not.
please assist me

Rehana Sk
I have to work on it but mean while you can visit
http://scientificstudents.com/studentastronaut.html
srinivas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------rgukt 666
I want to participate in sciencefair.So i want to know about some topics "rain detector",
"Improved Rain Detector ", "Make Yourself a Printed Circuit Board With a Professional
Touch","A transformer less emergency lamp with optional under voltage indication",
"Microcontroller based monitoring system", "Transformerless Power Supply","Highway
alert signal lamp"....
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Rupa
your lecture is excellent.I want your guidance sirI want inspiration from you My name is
Rupa I want to become a scientist. I want encouragement from you.
Sir can you help me? My interested area is electrical technology and ECE. Can you give
me any project ideas based on this topics. If you help me I will be so thankful to you sir.
Sir I have one proposal I don't know how to develop idea for that can you help me?
I am thinking about communication system between 2 planets because in future there is
cent possibly to settle there. But I am not getting any developing ideas for that. will you
please send me how can we do that just little idea And today we are talking only two
persons through a mobile can't we talk at a time 3 members from 3 different places.
Please send me reply as early as possible.
all ready communications is functioning between two planets like you see between Moon
and Earth, the things getting exchanged. for u r 2nd question
why 2 people we can have many people in conference mode only the thing is our cell
phone company operator must activate the facility , this is a add on paid service here in
India but how ever we used to use this service there in USA as general service.
srinivas
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sagarika
I am the student of RGUKT basar. i think you already know that science fair is going to
be conduct in our campus. but they said that there must be some new innovative ideas.....i
have interested in science fair...but i am not getting any ideas....sir please help me.......just
some newly topics............

I AM INTERESTED IN ROBOTICS..........BUT I THINK IT IS IMPOSSIBLE IN
DOING WORKING MODEL....................I ALSO INTERESTED IN ET..................SO I
CHOSE ONE TOPIC THAT "MAKING A BATTERY FROM HUMAN HANDS" JUST
BY TOUCHING.....................I WANT YOUR HELP SIR IN CHOOSING EITHER IS
IT BETTER TO DO WORKING MODEL OR PAPER PRESENTATION IN
ROBOTICS? OR IS IT BETTER TO DO IN ET?..............................
No big deal in doing robotics you can do any small robo your concept is more important
i.e your idea must be great applications of robo importance of the application is more
important than the look and feel of the robo. so dont leave think about some good
applications very that particular application will do a great job for any good sector.
Today A new thought has come to me about Robo like these days so many old people are
suffering for getting assistance from doctors, bill payments etc so many like this you your
self can add some more into. So what i thought is we need to develop some gadget which
receive the sound signal like what ever you say from the bed itself and then it must call
the doctor and help communicating with doctor, like wise this special gadget can do lot to
assist many old peoples task. I hope you understand my new thought and work on this..
srinivas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------saidulu
can you explain the difference b/w A.C power and D.C power.
I want some information regarding science fair.. Can please send me some materials on
science fair projects...My Interested area is robotics...Please send me basic material
regarding this. I have a one doubt i.e., How much a solar plate which is capable of giving
2-5 watts does cost?please send me some information regarding this because I am going
to present it on the science fair day..
thank you sir.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------sumalatha
Hi sir, iam sumalatha from IIIT basar iam very much interest in multimedia so pls
suggest me In our campus we are going to conduct a Sciencefair, we got an idea that
electrical dictionary, the working model of this dictionary like a calculator. How can we
develop this idea.
In that we want to put several meanings (vocabulary) ,pronunciation of that word and
which kind of form it is(noun, pronoun, adjective.. etc.)The purpose of this is: we need
not to refer all pages in the dictionary for a particular meaning of the word.
By typing the word we can get the the meaning of the word as well as pronunciation.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Samyukta
why ambulance is reverse in order on ambulance vahicle?
so that some one can read from his rear view mirror
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------santhosh

Sir I have More intrest to create a new things sir please give me or provide some new
thoughts then i will impliment that idea and complete it successfully please provide some
thoughts Sir i want to do help to the formers while they want switch on or off their
motors in night time please provide an idea for these sir In Village Always Power cuts
Takes Place At that when the power will gone we have to go to the Motor and we have to
on it it takes 5 to 6 times in night I want to operate My Moter from My home Could u
help for me and All the rural former
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------satheesh
Is it possible to decompose the plastic, by use of some enzymes like cockroach can digest
plastic so, what ever enzymes produce cockroach digest system. I have thought on
decreasing of plastic by use of the enzymes of cockroach is it possible.
Sir, I think thought cockroach can digest the plastic if its is true we can degrade the
plastic by use of the enzymes produce in digest system of the cockroach.please help me
sir.
I also heard this through google looks like good subject think about it.but do keep some
thing back in the mind, like it shouldn't be like this."char ana murgi baraana masala"
srinivas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------satya 27
thank you sir. I visited that website and also really impressed. sir on that day you said that
if we have any interest any you guide us sir I am interested in physics give any work to
me to do particularly with concentration. please sir...
I got one website for physics basic concepts once you also see it sir
and if my work is correct then give me reply sir I proceed further sir if is there any
mistakes in my mail apology me sir because I am poor in english language sir
website are
www.splung.com/
www.super-science-fair-projects.com
sir one day I am searching for cheap power producing methods
then I seen some some types like power producing from sound which is produced in
parties and charging of phone by playing golf game really all these are exited sir?
I will send that site to you once see it sir please...... sir sorry sir now I unable to sent that
site net was not supporting me sir tommorow I will send sir
thank you sir, yesterday I told about one site which contain production of electricity in
different ways,such as sound, golf bat and etc...please give clarity about these thing(is
that really exit in this world already)
http://www.greendiary.com/entry/innovative-ways-to-generate-electricity-while-havingfun/
Sir Today News paper I read one news sir what it is Medicine and drugs loss there
effectiveness and potential in space because of the gravity changes why should it
happened sir?

Thanks, Now I understand coz of radiation they loose the potency, radiation causes lot of
problems on all characteristics. and with low gravity reduces the bonding strength with
the medicine to loose its values and starts behaving as new compounds
thanks
srinivas
thanks for the clarification sir sir if it is the case can't we find solution for it? if we
balance the chemicals which are used in medicines favour of these conditions is it
possible are not sir?defenetly sir I will search for it sir Thanks for your encouragement sir
why not?for every problem there must be a solution may be radiation protection tablets
too we don't know right now, you may google and find out and also let me know.
Srinivas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Shabana
sir i'm very much interested in techno fest but don't know any thing means what 2 do and
how to do,but i have confident that i can do in subject.please help me by suggesting any
topic.i will be grateful 2 u.thank you. sir thanks for seding us such good ideas. sir i have
some problem and i want answer or suggestion from u.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------shankar.
Question: sir, when we charging our mobile.If I disconnect the mobile from charger
pin,but main switch(power supply) is open.Then is there any power consumes?.please tell
me the answer because i am research on automatic charger.
sir,thank you for your interest, really i need some help,yesterday i select with that topic
by my faculty.i will send my project to your mail.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sharanya
Question: Please explain me the principle and working of auto transformer in detail.
Hi Sharanya
The concept of auto transformer is interesting,usually this has got only one winding on
the core and a tapping is taken out as common tap for the primary and secondary. In some
cases this tap is also adjustable like used in a variac or a adjustable voltage transformer.
The main problem is usually with this auto transformer is I don't think it will give you a
required isolation between the primary and secondary windings though electrically it
maintains voltage ration based on the turns ration at that point. however it is cost
effective and simple in construction too. I hope You understand this concept.
Thanks for sending this question as it is very long time back I used this may be a decade
back so I really thrilled very much while answering this question.
srinivas
Is it necessary to have a radio station for hamradio or can we handle with one unit of
hamradio? Please explain sir.

Hi Sharanya
Ham Radios are like Transrecievers, i.e they transmit and also receive, unlike the simple
radio(receive only) But here ham radios use dot-dash codes(signals like just short beep
and long beep i.e at same frequency only change in the duration varies the difference
between the short beep and long beep), that's why with very little transmitting power at
radio frequency they send very far of places.Most interestingly many and usually all ham
radio users use the common frequency to contribute the common information among
them. I hope this information might clear your question, how ever your question is
interesting.
srinivas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------shirisha
I want to know about the civil engineering would you tell me about these and send me
books related to civil, Sir in my college we have science fare so i would like to participate
in it.I would like to give presentation on advanced in energy storage technology power
wireless devices. This is the good topic sir.Please give your suggestions.
Thank u sir.
If you want to be a great civil engg then it would be a great chance from you to
understand about the prestigious "metro rail" project. coz this one has got lot of integrity's
in it.Try to get info about it as possible as may be through net.
srinivas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------shivajyothi
I am shivajyothi from basara. I would like to participate in the science fair which is going
to be conduct in my campus so that my topic on mobile,my experiment is in briefly
instead of giving power to the mobile to purpose of charging. I want give the mixture of
water and sugar, the chemical reaction are going both of this solution then the chemical
energy is converted into electrical energy. this is my experiment sir
sir will you please give some suggestion for regarding this experiment.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sravani
I am interested in presenting a paper presentation in subject biology, of the topic
"How the food is polluting by artificial means like adulteration,adding additives and how
it impacts on the human health and preventive methods " I would like to know - " What is
the artificial food production
Hi Sravani
you can add the effect of pesticides used on vegetables etc also coz they are very danger.
take for example as mushrooms usually they were borned in nature but due to heavy
demand coz of their protein content in it. for the best quality we started in producing
artificially i.e creating the environment to grow them under controlled environments. like
wise there could be so many food products can be produced artificially.
Thanks for your question
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

sravanthi
can u give more information about science-fair. I am in a confusion that- in these event
do we have to express our ideas to invent something or to develop the thing which is now
existing in the world. please kindly give me reply.
Hi sravanthi
Yes any one is good' basically you need show that you are productive,innovative and
creative try the best possible Logical thimkimg will avoid all the confusioons
Srinivas
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------sreenu
I would like to know about the Project Work. If I want to take any Project Work how can
I proceed. What are things should be consider while approaching too my project work.
What are basic things should know to me. I need your help . Please tell me about Project
work.I'm sending mail for science fair help. Previously I sent mail for project work to you
sir but, I didn't get any reply from you sir... I want to make a good project with your help
for our campus science fair. Could you please tell me a project work. I'm interested in
Biotechnology.
Thanks for your patience to help students...
Sir, I would like produce electric power from heat energy.The basic mechanism I know
is... we have to convert heat energy in to kinetic energy then it into electrical. But I found
that if we want to convert heat in to mechanical energy... We need to use water... My
project work will not look good if I use water. So I want the conversion other than using
water. I want the information that, Is there any other mechanism.....? Please tell me.
And I , thought an idea it is by using gas... I will send the image of my project next...
Thanking you Sir.....
Explanation of thought.... Heat is absorbed from the source. This heat is used for heat the
gas in the gas chamber. By this the gas molecules get energy they will collied each other.
The expansion of gas. By make use of external connection.... i.e we connect the gas
chamber connection to a small turbine. We the gas expand by heat and cool , then the then
the connection will move up and down. We can make it as rotational energy and produce this kinetic energy to produce
electricity

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Srilatha
I have to give sciencefair on Nuclear energy with innovative ideas Sir, can you please
send me material regarding that please sir................
Shall I procede with my topic or shall i change it?Bcz there r many disadvantages for it
Please suggest me sir plz...................
for poster presentation I dont think you will have problem but yes for live working model
yeah you need to think
or else you may think for semi working model i.e half the the way working and rest of the
way just keeping like to just to show the model.

so in this case yes what you need to do is show the real working model as a steam
turbine and the steam generation from nuclear can be just as model(non working)
srinivas
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------v.sumanth
what energy to be used to rotate the earth round?
sir i like your concept "we work together,we win together"
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sunny
Sir I have some doubts regarding science, just i want to clarify them so contact you.
We are planing for to do some project i.e., "Automatic vehicle accident identification".
When the accident is occur at that place to pass the information directly to the 108
ambulance. For this project we want put some instrument in the road reflectors(which are
present in the middle of the road)
My Question is which technology we have to use for identify the accident. Another
question Is there any existence of "Virtual Screen".( means using rays).
We are searched for this information a lot in the internet, but we didn't get it. So we are
contact you .please help us to do this.
Thank you sir
use a impact sensor to identify the accident in the vehicle and the out put of that sensor
can be connected to cell phone to Dial 108 and inform them where the accident happened.
I am going out away for deliver seminar will be back after 12 hours from now
srinivas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Surya
Question: If i connected a wire from water tank to my calling bell..how to produce sound
when the tank is full.....?
yes possible
just you need to know what is the power consumption of that particular projector so
based the power requirement you can design that particular power supply for that
projector.
Srinivas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------susmitha
I am very much impressed by your seminar in our campus.
I have a thought of reducing carbon pollution that is evolving from the automobiles, for
that I am thinking of an arrangement through which the gases evovled from the silencer
of automobiles get captured and if possible in that arrangement which the captured gases
should convert to some other useful gas or material. So I need your help in this thought
sir. Actually,in projectors we use electrical energy but is it possible to get it through solar
energy , if possible please let me know some hints.

The gases coming out are CO and CO2 co2 is after burning and CO is with partial
burning so based on these t you can work waht to do with these two major components
how do you wants to react with them through chemistry.
srinivas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------swathi
This is swathi sir iam one of the student in rgukt basar. Iam very intrested to participate in
science fair sir but i don't know much about science fair. I got an idea that out globe
contain 3 parts water and 1 part of earth even we r getting water scarcity. so my question
is that y can't we produce drinking water from see water sir? Please give me any
suggestion about science fair.iam worrying how to face the science fair.
Thanking u sir.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SWATHI
sir,I want some ideas about how to save water. hai sir good afternoon.You are send me
some projects in that one is save rain water.How to save rain water sir and give me some
idea ragarding this.

there are so many ways one can save. but for which sector you want to save.?
This is wonderful concept so have you found and prepared some stuff about it? if yes pl
share with me I too interested to know about this.
let us catch rain and store it in sealed wells and let us use solar powered motors to irrigate
our farms like a drip irrigation kind of systems.
srinivas
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------swetha
We want to apply the fuel cell technology in motor bikes.... But sir it has already done!
We are not getting any idea sir...completely confused what to do...Please tell something
sir.....
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------think theda
I would like to know some information from you. Regarding electricity production...
If I say any thing wrong Sorry sir... Reply me, if you want to help me...
I'm unable to contact with you. My project work is related you electricity production
from heat. So much of heat is wasting in our real life. I want to know the general
mechanism of electricity production. So that I'm able to related and try to implement my
thoughts...(friend can I..?). Please reply me...Sorry for the inconvenience. But I would
like to know the information from you so that, I can develop my thoughts with your help.
I have a small thought it will become thing by you imagination power. For that I should
to know the basic mechanism. Please don't think it is disturbance. I think you will never
think like that. And please reply
me sir...Sir, I don't know what I did wrong with you. Sorry if any thing wrong. I need
your help now to implement my small idea. It is time to work together...
bye......

I am bit busy I wont be able get back to you till in the evening or tomorrow.
Don't write crap to me, be productive. If write some thing to me then you must know
what is that your writing and what that you are looking from a person like me. The
problem is I don't get time for self, then where do i waste time for crap. but mean while
let me what I can do for you.
Srinivas
The main thing I wanna do is to produce electricity form heat energy.For that I have a
small thought that, if we can convert Heat energy to Kinetic energy it will possible to
produce electricity. I'm thinking about the possible mechanism for that conversion. Could
you please tell me the mechanism Sir...
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/06/070603225026.htm
http://www.tellurex.com/pdf/PG1_spec_sheet.pdf
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/06/070603225026.htm
htp<www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/06/070603225026.htm>
Good evening Sir,
Thanks...thanks...thanks...thanks......
I am surprised about your helping nature towards students. Sir, I have a thought that
already told to you. I am thinking to make electricity from heat. If we can able to convert
heat energy form to kinetic energy. I want help from you that It is possible to get it other
than from using water. The project I thought is not good if it uses water as middle source.
Sir, Please can you find a way or information regarding that conversion.....
I have small thought, I will send you tomorrow. I will change some things and I will tell
you in next mail.
Regards,
friends
Hi think theda
Sir.....<www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/06/070603225026.htm>
Good to see your e-mail ok I will wait for your email
srinivas
think theda
Sir, as I said in the previous mail I have a small thought...
It may seems to be silly but I want to share my view with you.
Converting heat energy to kinetic energy(in small amount)...
Sir, first we are going absorb the heat from our source by heat absorbers. This heat will
pass through the absorber metals and heat the gas(don't know what gas exactly) chamber.
Due to this heat energy, gas molecules kinetic energy will increase and they will collied
each other. By this the pressure will increase. We make use of one external connection to
open the chamber at high heat (relatively high pressure in chamber). When gas come out
though small opening it will come at hight speed. Then we will use this speed to rotate

the conductor which is in the magnetic field. By these all process we will get small
amount of electricity production. And store this in battery...
Sir, I am requesting you that Please make correction in my thought. Give me suggestions.
I would like to see this as a working model. No problem if it is not possible in real
mechanism. If it is not good say me why it is..? I am waiting for you reply...
Regards,
friend.
think theda
Sir, I hope you got my email about my project work. But I am don't get any reply from
you about my small thought. I'm not saying that I want quick reply. But...
I would like to know the wrong things in my thinking. Science fair time very near , if it is
possible or not no problem. If it not possible tell me the wrong steps I have then I will try
to over come those problems...
Thank you Sir
But we need to try developing some things based on some particular tasks like
1.Practicability
2.Feasibility
3.Economically
4.Compatibility
5.efficiency
I hope you will think based on the above mentioned points and probable you might have
some better thoughts based on the above considerations.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N.THRISHALA
I made a needle to float on the water. I amazed a lot. By density it is not possible. Then
how it was happened. I impressed a lot by your seminar. I would like to do a project with
you which useful to formers. needle is more denser than water. So when we dip a needle
in water, It should immerse in water. When I placed a needle on water, It floated. What is
the reason behind it? Sir, My topic is about green revolution that the plants which can
grow in when flood attacked them. Generally plants will die if they immerse in water..
Sir, By reading your ideas, anni cheyalanudi....but we have to do only two projects..I will
pass this ideas to my friends. If they agree. I will inform who is doing what project..
you are doing a innovative, this morning when Iam watching TV News and I am very
much upset coz of rain at inappropriate time in MBNR dist and totally damaged all the
formers with such a huge ice cubes based rain disaster the mango and lime crops also. so
how the farmers Will live. and that to at the end of the crop time if this things happens,
how do they survive? So I am sure if formers are happy every body will be happy coz
they produce food grains for every body.So lets do some things to save them so that we
can save our self.

some body can make this RO system based Mineral water plant this is very useful for
every school coz all ready lots of schools have it but they are not working so this system
will help those children who will come to see your "tech fest" will have good idea about
it and they maintain good at their schools. coz they know how it works.
so think about it and google for good material and do the project on it . it will improve
your knowledge in electrical , electronics and what not.
think developing some things in the areas coz of no power for farmer when our crops are
really need water lot at the same time there is abundant sun energy coz of summer. so do
you uplift the water from canals to farming lands when there is no electric power due to
power cuts.
so you can develop this kind of solar based water pumps, so that villagers can at least
drink water and survive. solar pumps for agri + rural Villages
srinivas
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Venkatesh
I have listened your lecture which was very useful and inspired very much..
You have asked one single question.." What is Technology?"
In my words, The study concerns with techniques is called Technology..
Your aim is to motivate the students is very excellent sir. I thankful to you..
I want to join your activities..You said " If we work together, we win together".. This is
great sir...
How can we store the solar energy?What kind of material is used for this? What is the
mechanism goes in the plate? How much cost for the solar plate?
Student Feedback: In registration page, all fields are belongs to school names. It is better
to keep the field names as college also. Because some of the college students will also
register to this site..
Thank you sir.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------vinu.
sir I am IIIT Basar student...to improve our skills and in seminars......to active
participation in something desired topics...and in our general life......sir please give me
some suggestions........to become a good person in society,,
Thanks sir
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------chinna
I am from Basar IIIT i need a small help regarding project we are planing to do project
on GlobalWarmation we have a small idea to reduce percentage of carbon
•
i.e from Industry lot of gases are releasing if we arrange a pipe and if we give this
pipe connection to one room(air closed) in that room if we put any carbon capture gases
at least some amount we can reduce
OR
•
in that room if we construct some walls and attach some rice bags( which are
used in Rice mills) to that walls, then that bags will observe carbon particles with other

particles now their one opening for releasing gases (in this gases now carbon % some
what reduce ) once see my attachment file
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NAGARAJU
HI.........si rHow are you sir?....I am fine here.. Sir, I have a science fair festival in
August.... so that I want to prepare anything...for that festival.......... so please guide
me ......I have no thoughts .....for what to make? and how to make.........Please give me
any Idea for......that and any topic what ever you like.......bye...sir.....Nagaraju.
I have idea that...... How to produce rainbow..other than water......but it is easy....sir.........
there is no use ......for human welfare......sir...plz another idea..........for me
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

